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Chapter 1 : Clarissa Oakes - Wikipedia
This is the first novel Patrick O'Brian ever wrote about the sea, a precursor to the Aubrey/Maturin series. The Golden
Ocean shares the high-seas adventure and rich humor of this triumphant series, invoking the eloquent style and
authentic historic atmosphere that O'Brian fans love so much.

Wife of Jack and mother of their three children. Cousin to Sophia, wife of Stephen and mother of their
daughter. Infant daughter of Maturin and his wife, Diana Villiers. His voice is starting to break now.
Midshipman on the Surprise who was taken on in Batavia as able seaman, then promoted to midshipman in
The Nutmeg of Consolation. His mate was killed in action. Fugitive prisoner from Botany Bay and stowaway
on the Surprise until discovered by the captain, then she marries William Oakes aboard ship. She is educated
and of good family, a gentlewoman. The unknown deduced in The Thirteen Gun Salute takes form as a Duke
with the Order of the Bath, who walks with a limp, and would never talk with Ledward publicly when
Ledward was alive, per description that emerges from conversation between Clarissa Oakes and Maturin. He
is the high-ranking government official who leaks information to the French. Aubrey offers him livings
position as parson as he now has several belonging to him by inheritance. He was introduced in The Ionian
Mission. Irish-speaking servant to Maturin, and loblolly boy aboard ship. Bosun on the Surprise. Able Seaman
on the Surprise. Sarah and Emily Sweeting: He attended Trinity College in Dublin like Maturin, and knew the
same amount of duelling in those years. He had been a Royal Navy lieutenant and would like to be one again,
introduced in The Letter of Marque. He is killed leading the successful first attack against the French on
Moahu. He had been a Royal Navy lieutenant, and would like to be one again. He was introduced in The
Letter of Marque. Commands the cutter Eclair out of Sydney, and whose father was surgeon on the Surprise in
at the recapture of the Hermione. Butcher on the Surprise, who cannot accept that the island pigs want taro in
their feed. Poultry Keeper on the Surprise with responsibility for the little girls, too. In childhood, Aubrey
called him cousin Edward. Norton owned all the land for the borough of Milport with its 17 electors and
leaves it to Jack Aubrey. Introduced in The Letter of Marque. Aubrey works at it, and asks Adams help, as
well. At Annamooka island Pakeea: Annamooka Senior Chieftain who welcomes Aubrey and his ship, allows
them to get water and fresh food. Captain of the Daisy. Surgeon on the Daisy, and a naturalist. At Moahu
island William Hoskins: Hoskins is not fooled. Queen of the Polynesian island of Moahu. He loses, is killed
and eaten by the winners. His followers and crew are mainly French, from Louisiana or Canada. They have
chosen Moahu. As Dutourd is no seaman, he hires an American to sail the Franklin, which ship has American
colors. The sailing master is not yet seen, but the Trueloves and the islanders know of him.
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However, they do not strictly follow history. Yet the series then enters a kind of fantasy-time in which it takes
another dozen novels to progress to November External historical reference returns with The Yellow Admiral
, the 18th book in the series. Towards the beginning of this novel, it is stated that the British army under the
Duke of Wellington has entered France from Spain, which occurred in November Time is then paused again
for a few chapters, as a narrative apparently lasting several months ensues before a specific arrival at
Christmas The last completed book in the series, Blue at the Mizzen , is the only volume which is set entirely
after the conclusion of the Napoleonic Wars. He goes on to explain that "if his readers will bear with him",
books of the series will be set in "hypothetical years, rather like those hypothetical moons used in the
calculation of Easter: Jack Aubrey is a large man both literally and figuratively with an energetic, gregarious,
cheerful, and relatively simple personality and a deep respect for naval tradition. Remarkable early success
earned him the nickname "Lucky Jack Aubrey" and a reputation as a "fighting captain", a reputation which he
sought to retain throughout his career. But while frequently "brilliant" and much respected at sea, he is less
competent on land, as indiscreet liaisons, impertinent remarks, and poor financial decisions often bring him
trouble. However, unknown to many of his associates, he also serves as a particularly skilled volunteer
intelligence agent for the British Admiralty. Maturin is described as a small, quiet, "ugly" man who is known
to cast a "dangerous, pale, reptilian eye" towards his enemies. Unlike his action-oriented friend, Maturin is
very well educated with several intellectual pursuits. He is also deeply introspective, and frequently muses on
philosophical concepts of identity and self-understanding in his ciphered personal journal. He uses several
addictive substances, including laudanum and coca leaves, arising from scientific curiosity, control of his
reactions to physical problems, and substance dependence. He has the values of a gentleman of the era,
including a strong sense of honour and involvement in duels. The latter led him to develop a strong skill with
pistols and duelling by swords. They also share a delight in puns and dry witticisms, and particularly
memorable wordplay is sometimes repeated in subsequent novels in the series, years later in book-time. He
was blaming his particular friend for romantic notions the other day - the friend who is to marry the daughter
of that woman we saw just now - and if I had not been so shocked by his condition, I should have been
tempted to laugh. He is himself a perfect Quixote: And now Catalan independence. Or perhaps I should say,
Catalan independence from the beginning, simultaneously with the others. But always heart and soul, blood
and purse in some cause from which he can derive no conceivable personal benefit. The stories are primarily
told in third person from the points of view of the two main characters, Jack Aubrey and Stephen Maturin. The
author sometimes employs a form of first person voice when his characters write in private journals or letters
about events that are not otherwise described. The narrative point of view strays from the two main characters
only briefly and seldom over the course of the series. One example is the opening scene of The Hundred Days,
in which a gossipy conversation between anonymous sailors imparts important news and information about
the main characters. I know little of present-day Dublin or London or Paris, even less of post-modernity,
post-structuralism, hard rock or rap, and I cannot write with much conviction about the contemporary scene.
The combination of the historical-voice narration and naval terms may seem daunting at first to some readers;
but most note that after a short while a "total immersion" effect results. This was especially common early in
the series, when Maturin was still new to the Royal Navy. Would not have been poetry at all, had he said
sheep. Drunk animals are a common motif through the series; for instance the following conversation between
Jack and Stephen in Post Captain: It had a can of ale at every pot-house on the road, and is reeling drunk. It
has been offering itself to Babbington. Jack takes a special, perhaps overzealous, interest in nautical puns. The
use of humor contrasts the two central characters. Aubrey is direct and forthright while Stephen is subtle and
cunning, mirroring the overall personality of each man, especially regarding warfare tactics ships, cannons and
swords compared to intelligence gathering. Sometimes Aubrey gets in a muddle and Maturin affectionately
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mocks him by playing on the mixed metaphor: The series continued to be a modest success in both countries,
though publication was only by Collins in the UK after the fourth novel. Publication in the US ceased with
Desolation Island in Norton discovered the novels on a plane flight between London and New York. Norton
began printing the books, and they were taken more seriously by critics and became a publishing success.
Norton released the novels in e-book format on 5 December Forester and other British authors central to the
English literature canon. On every page Mr.
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Clarissa Oakes (titled The Truelove in the USA) is the fifteenth historical novel in the Aubrey-Maturin series by British
author Patrick O'Brian, first published in The story is set during the Napoleonic Wars and the War of
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The Truelove (Vol. Book 15) (Aubrey/Maturin Novels) and millions of other books are available for instant access. view
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The 15th installment in the Aubrey/Maturin series. This splendid installment in Patrick O'Brian's widely acclaimed series
of Aubrey/Maturin novels is in equal parts mystery, adventure, and psychological drama. A British whaler has been
captured by an ambitious chief in the Friendly Isles (Tonga) at.
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